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Abstract. We present the Alsvinn simulator, a fast multi general purpose graphical processing unit (GPGPU)
finite volume solver for hyperbolic conservation laws in multiple space dimensions. Alsvinn has native support
for uncertainty quantifications, and exhibits excellent scaling on top tier compute clusters.
1. Introduction
We are interested in approximating solutions to systems of non-linear hyperbolic conservation laws of the
form
(1.1)
{
ut +∇x · F(u) = 0 on D × [0, T ]
u(x, 0) = u0(x) on D.
Examples include the compressible Euler equations of gas dynamics, the shallow water equations of oceanog-
raphy, and the Magnetohydrodynamics equations of plasma physics. For a complete review, consult [1].
It is well-known that solutions of (1.1) develop discontinuities in finite time, making the design of efficient
numerical schemes challenging. The finite volume method has shown great success in dealing with these
discontinuities, and will the method of choice for this paper.
Additionally, instabilities, turbulence and multi-scale phenomena develop, and recent numerical and the-
oretical evidence [4] show that deterministic solutions to (1.1) are ill-posed, and one is forced to consider
a probabilistic formulation. There are several popular frameworks available for uncertainty quantifications
(UQ) for hyperbolic conservation laws, but due to the ill-posed nature of the equations, the measure valued
solutions [4] and statistical solutions [2, 3, 5] are well suited for hyperbolic equations.
The probabilistic formulations typically involve a sampling method, requiring multiple evaluations of the
(very expensive) numerical scheme, which in turn creates the need for fast numerical solvers of hyperbolic
conservation laws. While there are several multi-node CPU-based numerical finite volume codes, the largest
computing clusters in the world often use general-purpose graphical processing units (GPGPUs) as their
main accelerator, and thus one has a need for fast multi-GPGPU numerical codes for hyperbolic equations.
Indeed, even highly optimized CPU codes are often limited by the lower memory bandwidth the CPU offers.
Furthermore, since the intrinsic nature of the equations is probabilistic, the numerical solvers should have
built-in support for uncertainty quantifications. On Switzerland’s, and Europe’s, largest supercomputer,
the CSCS Piz Daint, the typical runtime difference of a highly optimized CPU finite volume code and an
optimized GPGPU finite volume code can be an order of magnitude in favour of the GPGPU version. For
three dimensional datasets, a single GPGPU does not have enough on-board memory to hold the whole
dataset, and one is forced to develop multi-GPGPU finite volume solvers. While there are GPGPU finite
volume solvers available, they are either often only available on single GPGPUs, or they do not have built-in
support for UQ. Indeed, for high performance UQ on GPGPUs, one needs to take care that the statistics
evaluation is done on GPGPU, minimzing overhead and storage requirements.
Alsvinn, presented in this paper, is a fast, multi-GPGPU-based finite volume solver with UQ support
built-in, written in C++ with CUDA and MPI, made to address the concerns in the above paragraph.
Alsvinn supports a wide range of numerical finite volume solvers, and various sampling methods including
Monte Carlo (MC), Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) and Multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC). Alsvinn is open source
software freely available from https://alsvinn.github.io.
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2. Implementation of Alsvinn
In this section we briefly describe the implementation and numerical methods used in Alsvinn. Alsvinn
contains two core components: The finite volume solver, and the uncertainty quantification module.
2.1. Finite Volume Methods. The finite volume method (FVM) is by far the most widely used method
for approximating solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws. This section briefly reviews the finite volume
method, for a full review, consult [8].
We discretize the computational spatial domain as a collection of cells marked as i, and we let u∆i (t) denote
the averaged value in the cell at time t > 0. The semi-discrete case satisfies the following equation
(2.1)
d
dt
u∆i (t) +
3∑
k=1
1
∆
(
F k,∆i+1/2ek(t)− F
k,∆
i−1/2ek(t)
)
= 0.
Here F k,∆ is a numerical flux function in the direction k for k = 1, 2, 3. Alsvinn supports a large array
of numerical fluxes, including the well-known HLLC flux[10], the Godunov flux, the Rusanov flux, the Roe
flux, and high order entropy conservative fluxes described in [7]. We then use a strong stability preserving
Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme [6] to discretize (2.1), moreover, we also add a high order reconstruction,
such as a the ENO or WENO reconstructions [9], to estimate the cell interface values.
In Alsvinn, we use a smart mixture of compile-time and run-time polymorphism to support a multitude of
equations, numerical fluxes, time steppers and reconstructions on both the CPU and the GPGPU. Moreover,
the compile time polymorphism works akin to a compile time domain specific language, allowing domain
specialists to write their equations without interacting with any GPGPU specific code. Indeed, any of the
mentioned components can be written once, but will automatically be translated into a version on the CPU
and on the GPGPU.
To minimize the overhead of internode communication when running in a multi-GPGPU setup, Alsvinn
overlaps communication with computation, and both the communication and compactification of the halo
domain is done in parallel with the computation of the inner domain.
2.2. Uncertainty quantifications in Alsvinn. Uncertainty quantifications are built into the Alsvinn sim-
ulator. We support a wide variety of sampling methods, both built in, but also user specified through
external libraries. At the core, the UQ module of Alsvinn can approximate stochastic integrals through
either single-level or multilevel sampling of the form∫
Ω
G(u(ω, ·)) dP(Ω) ≈ 1
M
M∑
k=1
G(uk) and
∫
Ω
G(u(ω, ·)) dP(Ω) ≈
L∑
l=1
1
Ml
Ml∑
k=1
(G(ulk)−G(ul−1k )),
respectively. The random samples 1, . . . ,M are distributed over MPI by a load balancing algorithm.
We also support a wide range of statistical functionals, such as mean, variance, point PDFs, two-point
structure functions, joint PDFs and multi-point correlators [3]. And finally, a large variety of sampling
methods are available, including Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo sampling.
Alsvinn furthermore computes all statistics on the GPGPU when available, minimizing overhead, com-
putational time and disk storage. Since each stochastic sample is independent, Alsvinn is able to perfectly
parallelize over the stochastic dimensions for Monte Carlo and Quasi Monte Carlo, while for MLMC, it can
utilize effective load balancing algorithms.
2.3. Reproducibility. Alsvinn is written with reproducibility in mind. It uses a range of modern software
techniques to be as robust as possible. There are to date over 200 unit tests covering most of Alsvinn’s
functionality. To make the experiments easy to reproduce in other simulators, the input data is specified in
an XML file specifying simulator parameters ( for example numerical flux and grid size), while the initial
data is specified in a Python, both of which could potentially be read from any other finite volume simulator.
Furthermore, every output file of Alsvinn is marked with the revision number of Alsvinn, the library
versions used and the input parameters and initial data.
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(a) Single sample 2D
(b) Mean 2D (c) Variance 2D
(d) Single sample 3D.
(e) Mean 3D (f) Variance 3D
Figure 1. Numerical results for the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in 2D and 3D. We plot
the approximate density (ρ) (A and E) in 2D and 3D, with a mesh resolution of 327682 and
10243 respectively, together with the mean and variance of the density (B, C, F and G). We
also plot hte The numerical flux used is the HLLC flux, a third order WENO reconstruction
is used, along with a third order SSP Runge-Kutta time stepper
3. Examples and performance analysis
The Kelvin–Helmholtz initial data is given as a shear flow with two states, see [4] for details. Here we use
Alsvinn to simulate the Kelvin–Helmholtz initial data in two and three spatial dimensions, see Figure 1 for
an illustration.
3.1. Spatial scalability. We measure the performance of the communication implementation for 2 and
3 spatial dimensions for the Kelvin–Helmholtz experiment described in the above section. All runs are
performed on the super computer CSCS Piz Daint.
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(a) 2D (b) 3D
Figure 2. Weaking scaling of the Kelvin-Helmholtz experiment in 2D and 3D. In 2D, we can
decompose either in the x-direction (multix), y-direction (multiy) or both (multixmultiy). In
all experiments, an HLLC flux with a third order WENO reconstruction was used. Performed
on CSCS Piz Daint.
(a) 2D (b) 3D
Figure 3. MPI overhead for the Kelvin-Helmholtz experiment in 2D and 3D. In 2D, we can
decompose either in the x-direction (multix), y-direction (multiy) or both (multixmultiy). In
all experiments, an HLLC flux with a third order WENO reconstruction was used. Performed
on CSCS Piz Daint.
As parallel in time simulations of finite volume methods are still in its infancy, we focus our scalability
study on the spatial decomposition. We perform two experiments to measure the weak scalability of Alsvinn.
We run the Kelvin–Helmholtz experiment 2D and 3D with varying number of spatial cells, where we keep
the number of cells per GPGPU constant (each GPGPU gets 224 cells), and we measure the runtime per
timestep in Figure 2. From both plots it is evident that Alsvinn obtains excellent scaling, and scales across
512 GPGPUs for a single sample. Here we note that even at a resolution of 20483, we only use 0.105 seconds
per timestep.
We furthermore measure the performance impact of the MPI communication compared to the overall
runtime of the base configuration in Figure 3, that is, the MPI overhead of K nodes is defined as
MPI Overhead(K) =
Runtime per timestep(K)− Runtime per timestep (1)
Runtime per timestep(1)
.
As we can see, in 2D, we get less than 10 % overhead, while in 3D, we get roughly 30% overhead while
utilizing 512 GPGPUs, which is to be expected for 3D GPGPU codes, where the dataset to communicate
grows as O(N2) where N is the number of cells in each spatial direction.
3.2. Utilization of hardware. While the figures in the previous section showed that Alsvinn is able to
scale over multiple compute nodes, it still remains to show that the code utilizes a single node effectively.
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(a) FLOPS, P100 (b) Bandwidth, P100
Figure 4. Hardware utilization in Alsvinn. We measure the ratio between the achieved
memory bandwidth and the maximum peak memory bandwidth (left), and the ratio between
the achieved number of floating point operations per second (FLOPS) and the maximum
number of floating point operations per second achievable by the GPGPU (right). In all
experiments, an HLLC flux with a third order WENO reconstruction was used. Performed
on CSCS Piz Daint with an NVIDIA Tesla P100.
We benchmark our implementation on an NVIDIA Tesla P100. All experiments utilize double precision (64
bits) floating point numbers.
We plot the a ratio between the achieved number of floating point operations per second (FLOPS) and
the maximum FLOPS achievable on the GPGPU in Figure 4 (A). We see that we achieve 10 % of peak
floating point performance, which is to be expected from a finite volume algorithm, which usually is memory
bandwidth bounded.
In Figure 4 (B) we measure the ratio between the achieved memory bandwidth, and the theoretical
maximum memory bandwidth of the GPGPU. From the figure, we see that we achieve above 60 % memory
bandwidth utilization, which confirms that the code is memory bandwidth bounded, and that we achieve
close to peak performance in terms of the memory bandwidth.
4. Conclusion
We have presented Alsvinn, a robust, fast, efficient and highly scalable multi-GPGPU code for simulat-
ing and performing UQ for systems of conservation laws, such as the Euler equations of gas dynamics, in
two and three space dimensions. It has been well-established [4] that purely deterministic simulations of
multi-dimensional conservation laws may not converge on mesh refinement. Hence, UQ simulations have
to be performed even of deterministic initial data. Given the prohibitive cost of simulating complex three-
dimensional problems with state of the art multi-CPU codes on leadership class hardware platfroms, it is
imperative to design scale multi-GPGPU codes. Alsvinn satisfies these requirements as it is shown to scale
very well on state of the art GPGPU clusters and incorporates various efficient numerical schemes and sam-
pling based UQ techniques in one platform. In particular, we are able to perform UQ, within the framework
of statistical solutions, for very complex three dimensional compressible flows at high spatio-temporal and
statistical resolutions, with Alsvinn, providing the first such results globally.
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